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Abstrsct: Fair value accounting necessitates considerable subjectivi4t awl judgment. The expected unbiased

and rational approach towards fair value aceotmting pases real challenge in WCA world.Wth the

implementation of Intemetional Financial Reporting Sandards (IFRS), in theform of IND-AS in April 2A16, the

requirement af fair value {f,ccount)ng and related disclosures hate grown manifold. US 39 deals with

recognition qnd measurement o-f Financial Tnslruments. The requisite oJ tbe standard to measure thr Jair value

of the financial instrument is largely influeneed by the volatility in markets. Accounting treafinent -for Plqnt.

Property and Eqvipment under Ind-AS l5 has inhet'ent Complerity such as componentimtion, periodic

revaluation, elc. Accounting for Business Combination, pre and post the event, under Ind-AS 103 is largely

affected by Uncetainty elemenr. All these factors, logether v'ith inhetent subiectifiry in the application of Fair

ltalue contribule to considerable ambiguiQ in the minds of the intestors. The research tries to portray impact

of I/UCA on the fair talue accounting. The paper oims to identify corporale underslanding on Jair value

accounfing in WCA world and its efforts to respond n it'
Kelwords: Acconnting. Fair Value, IFRS, Ind-AS, Reparting

L Introduction
The deeision cf fmvernnent sf hrdia to align Indian flneneial repo*ing rvith International Standards

and thus, edaption sf Ind AS led to certau: challenges for Indian corparates. Transition ts Ind AS nesessitated

significant changes in repofing framewerk tc enhanse comparabiliS' af Indian financial stetements. Ce*ain key

areas such as Ind AS 32"1ndAS 109, and Ind AS 107 related to Financial Instruments and disclosure, compelled

use of fair valuation at each reporting date with changes being recognized in the income statement. It involves

dependency on certain rmconffolled factors such as quoted price of similar instruments in the market and deciding

the benchmark based on that, exposes the estimafion of fair value to market volatility and subjectivity- The

revaluation model of tangible assets uader Ind AS 16 involves ascertaining Fair Value on the reporting date,

materially usefirl life, and terminal value, all of ra,trich is practically very uncertain. Ind AS 103 Business

Combination uses the concept of fair value for accounting assets and liabiiities to measure the cost of business

ufuch is extremely complex due to cross-holdings and nature of business operations.

Overall these new requirements have conffibuted to considerable ambiguity since, each of them involves 1ot of
j udgement and estimation.

The study here revolves arognd \{JCA in terms of Financial Reporting and understnnding how far the corporate

world has been able to adopt and sustain the changes due to implemenfafion oflnd AS.

II. ConcePtual Framework
1.1 Volatility: Volatility is constant change in uncontrolled factors such as market prices, demand or

supply of commodities, interest rates, foreign crirrency rates, systematic risk factors etc. World is

volatile hence, d1'namic. Volatility leads to risk of failwe or negativity. To quote an example, in case of

company having 907o imports in its COGS, entire profit margin may get eroded due to adverse

movement in unhedged foreign currency. If we can control or bring in predictability to the financial

forecast then, we can curtail the risk due to voiatility'

l.Z Uncertainty: Uncertainty is unpredictabilitv of the future due to intervention of unknown factors. In

frnancial terms, annual budget is prepared based on certain assumptions or esfimations, which are
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uncertain and hence, there are cases ofdeviation in reality than the budget. To explain in general terms,
we don't have control on death. The situation such as actress Sridevi's death due to accidental
drowning was completely uncertain.

Complexity: Complex means difficult. Absence of clarity makes the situation complex and ieads to
confirsion. In case of cornplex derivative instruments, qiherein the atfracfive refums click the derivative
deals faster while underlying risk factor remains unascertained due to complexiry'. It ultimately leads to
credit default or erosion of net worth. In another instance, govemment of India implemented Goods &
Services Tax (GST) to reduce the complexity in Indian Taxation system to create ease in business.

Ambiguity: Ambiguity arises due to different perspective of the user. T1pically when the situation
involves volatility, uncertainfy aad hence complexity, it becomes ambiguous or vague in nafure and
thus, loses fransparency. In simple terms, in English language same word has different connotations. In
the absence of clarib, ofthe expected meaning by the writer, the user is at his / her discretion to use the
meaning of the word.

Financial Reporting: Various stakeholders including management is keen in knowing the financial
performance of the organization. The essence of any business is its profitability. Hence, contribution of
individual departments in any organization is finally consolidated and presented to the stake holders in
financial terms, which is knoun as Financial Reporting. To create common understanding platform
amongst the users, financial reports are prepared based on the accounting standards.

Indian Accounting Standards (Ind-AS): India was following Indian Generally Accepted

Accounting Standards (IGAaf) before I't Apil,2016. The necessity to align with the global standards

to make Indian financial statements transparent and uniform and hence, acceptable globally, India
adopted Ind-AS, converged with Intemational Financial Reporting Standards @RS), effective April
2016. This change is expected to gain more confidence in foreign investors in Indian economy and

thereby welcoming more business opportirnities for lndia.

Fair Value: We normally use phrase, "everything is farr in love and war" which means acceptable.

Fair Value means acceptable price of the product or service. Acceptable means reasonable and not

inflated or deflated value. It's also known as "Arm's length price" which might be fixed befween the

parties to the transaction for buying and selling of parlicular produci or service. Ind-As 1 13 provides

guidance regarding how to measure fair value of financial or non-financial assets and liabilities. The

areag ufuere Fair Value is most relevant, are Financial Instruments, Plant/Property/Equipment and

Business Combinations.

Financial Instruments: It's a device or a document carryrng monefary value and legal significance,

The securities such as equity, bond, deposits, mutual funds, cash equivalents etc. arc treated as

financial instruments. Owner of the financial instrument has the legal right to liqurdate it in the

exchange of money. Ind AS 32, Ind, AS 109, and Ind AS 107 related to Financial Insfruments and

disclosure, articulate the financial reporting requirements for financial instruments. Fair value plays

crucial role in initial recognition and subsequent measurement of the Financial instruments.

Business Combinatian: Combining the businesses to grow multifold. The businesses normally

acquire another business to either grow in same line of products or services to raise the market share or

to diversi$' the business to expand the porrfolio. Sometimes business combination helps the

organizations towards backward or forward integration and to achieve related cost benefit along with

expansion. Ind-AS 103 provides guidance related to business combination transactions and relevant

financial disclosures. In case of acquisition method, it is imperative to calculate the Fair Value of
assets, Iiabilities and contingent liabilites sn the relevant date.

Property, Plant, Equipment (PPE): These are the tangible or fixed assets of any business wtrich

are difEcult to liquidate quickly. It is necessary to identify the life ofindividual asset and the residual

or terminal value in order to decide annual amorization in the value of such asset. Ind-AS 16 describes

the componentization approach uzhich is distinct from the past practices in the recognition of the fixed

asset in the books of accounts.
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Itnpao oJ IrU(.A ott Fair Valtrc Accr,tttntins

a Detoine Co (2016) in.their r,,."#l*o #,Ji:H:*:';n
from pracricallv everv business unir and rink in the decision-rn"a;ru::1it::1-:J"-.H:'.rff:ilifiilrT, r& finance, rreasury, product de'eiopment, *a_.*d*s, ;;;;p-ffi;, o"j""r, reinsurance,reserving' distriburio4 markering and customer se^.'ice. without carefur preparatiorr, the 

'oratiiity ofreported results could reach unerpected ler'els and the i*u.t oi""""urion risk may become unsustarnable,Ind AS is likely to increase income volatihty, rl+rict c.rtJnV 
1*, to be managed, ;;rt least carefullyexplainec to the stakehoiders' to avoid undermining their confidence. Arso, Management rnformationsystems ma5' need to tre revamped and economic capitai and other common oalu*-at-.isk measurementsreassessed as the current strategies corild prove untenable. For successfrir imprementation, there is largeamount of time commitment that insurers u-iil have to invesr as there are significant process andinformation challenges associated with the adoptio' or tr.rr.-rt-dards. so" it is imperatrve that theimplementatron is done nght, the first time. Adoption of fu<t AS alrecast their unarjr position *a onout*g. resuJrs 

"" ; ;,TJi,T-::'#:iffTt""J"j::xffi:pronouncements' This opportr'rnity calls for a high degree or it.utrgy in deveroping a fiamework for
;*'lJ,"liH:ffJft?H'"Ifiillt''o ro"u' on *'Jint"Juv u"'*."n op"ning'r;;s equitv and the

b' Igor Goncharov (20i5) tried to *Jtrr* relation between voratility in fair varue accounting vis-d-visvolatility in share prices based on the findings of LIK Investment Trust. The comparative sfudy between twoaforesaid elements higlilights which element is more sensitive and its effect on the overalr risk assessment

Sir:?Tfl,making 
of the investor' The author has also pointed o* *" need of accuracy in the estimation

c' solomonzori' (blog enti-y' December 19, 2012) confessed that the adoption of 13RS to surt the localrequirements has led to different versions orF'ns across borderr. ri" u*uitrous move of the raw makers tob'ng in uniformity-while transacting beyond. the country, ttrouJ imprenientation of single accoimtingstandard' that is IFRS' has been defeate; to thar extent Jue * .;;;;;##;Jstandards 
andtiming to adopt the same' overall this has led to lot of ambigruty J*" orro, of the stakeholders.d. KPMG {Issue I412017, Seprember zOti; Oescnbe, tf,* n.."rriq, J considerable judgment in identifyingsignificant coixponent of PPE' * **dut"d by rnd AS-16. Also, promulgated the chalienges in ascertarningthe component and cost allocation to that in order to meet the .*r"*o requirements, while providing the

il*ff::,,::.,:["u"i|"lTlr*tr"ftr distinctlv indicated rhe comprexitv invorved wirh respec*o the
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ry. Objectives & Hypothesis4.l Obiectives-
4' i ' l ro identify various wcA componenfs affecting Ind-AS n&ich requirc the applicabilit), of FairVaiue concept inore extensively.
4'1'2Ta elaborate howthey affect the reporring requirements of the company4'1 3 Ta undertake a dipstick research with few lndian companies to gauge their response toimplementation of Fair Value Accounting principies.

4.2 Hypothesis-

i;, J*,i;:"Tffl"T- association befween component approach,as required by rnd-AS

Hz There is no significant association between fair value accounting for financial insfruments,as required by rnd AS 32,Ind AS 109, and ind AS 107, a'd 4 fpes of sectors.H3' There is no significant association u.w*or'*.";* for business combination, asrequired by Ind_AS 103, and 4 t5pes of sectors.
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V. Research Methodology
The study is based on the primary survey covering representative corporates from FMCG,

Financial Services, Pharm4 and Manufacfuring sectors. The research considers inputs from twelve
corporates with respect to frfteen questions. The questionnaire largely covers the questions based on
accounting standards on Financial Instruments - Ind AS 32, Ind AS 109, and Ind AS 107, property,

Plant arid Equipment - Ind-AS 16 and Business Combinafion - Ind-AS 103 and tries to find out
corporate readiness towards changes in accounfing practices due to implementation of aforesaid
accounting standards and inbuilt YUCA factor in the accounting standards. This is a dipstick reseach,
based on convenient sampling. Questionnaire consisted of 15 questions asked across four sectors, as
mentioned above.

In the analysis, questions are clustered around each component of the VIJCA arid the
respondents are grouped as per industry. In each of the cluster as well as group and in totalif, it is
established as to how many percentage of the responses are scored 4+, i.e. Agree and Totally Agree.

!T. Data Analysis.

As can be seen from the aforesaid table, the over-all perception ofthe respondents is that corporate is

not completeiy prepared to deal with the \-LICA environment and reporfing in Fair Value Measwements. This

is evidenced from the over-all positive response slightly less than 50% This is typically because of the lower
percentage in uncertainty and ambiguity factors, which the corporates perceive difficult to deal with.

Comparatively, Voiatility and Complexity are considered manageable by the respondents.

Similarly, Manufacturing and Infrastructure industries are more prepared to deal with the VUCA
world, as opposed to Financial & general services sector.

However, it is worth noting that the 24.58Yo responses are 'Neither Agree nor Disagree'. If one

eliminates them, one realizes that close to two-third of the responses would be positive. Thus, it can be inferred

that corporate is not entirely unprepared to deal with VUCA environment..

2nd Intemartonal Conference on'Innovative Business Practices and Sustainability in WCA World' 127 lPage
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FIN
SERV MFG SERVICE IIIFRA TOTAL

VOLATILTTY Total Count 9 t2 9 6 36

>4 Count 4 9 5 A 22
o//o 44.44% 75 00o/" s5j6% 66.61Yo 61.11%

{-'NCERTAINTY Total Count 12 t6 t2 8 48

>4 Count 4 8 5 4 2I
o//o 33.330 50 00Yr 41 6704 50.00Yo 43.75Yo

COMPLEXITY Total Count 12 t6 I2 8 48

>4 Count 6 l0 6 5 27
o//o 50.00% 6250% 50.00% 62.50Yo 56.25Yo

AMBIGI'ITY Total Count I2 15 l2 8 47

>4 Count 4 7 4 3 l8
o//o JJ-J570 46.67% JJ 3J"/o 37 50Yr 38.30Yo

Total Total Coimt 45 59 45 30 179

>4 Count 18 34 20 76 88
o//o 40.0a% 57 63y" 44.44yo 53.33% 49.16%
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:l'r:T;#jilf* onrv dipstick,J.-t; *r::*"j:J"1ive one rhus, rarge parr orrhe corporare may

6'2 There are no clearly identified indicators of various \1JCA compnents, such as voratility or Ambiguity. Assuch' quarlified correladon is not possible "'"'PIIsrlt)' 5uctr as volanlit)

6'3 The application Ind-AS being recent phenomenon, needs to mature further for befter ,nderstandrng.

\{Ilt.Relationship Of V U C A And Ind_AsAs elaborated earlier' Fair Value Accounting and the reporting generated out of it, is a recentpheuomenon for the Indian corporate' The ersfwhile accorintlng standards started to align themselves with theglobal model almost a decade back' Yet, it was ftom the Financial year 2016-17 that the cornpletely IFRS-converged set oflndian Accounting standards, Ind-As was actually .equired to be fonorved for accountrng This

if}ii*,111;is 
applicable o'lv to selective companiesr. H.r" ;;;;;*f discussio' arout vucn vis-d-vis Fair

7' I volatility & Financial Instruments - voiatiliry in capitar market is nothing new. yet, the capital marketsof contemporary times are so interlinked that the res,lting 
'olatilig is manifold today, than ever before.This is because the macro economic factors, affecting the market performance are wide in numbers as werlas controlled themselves by tco many other variant rJr*r, t". r";. varue measurement, the level one inputis market data' In case of market traded financial instruments, it is easierto obtain such a data. However, ifthe instruments are not traded in market and consequently, no inputs are ar.ailable at Level one, thereporling has to be on the basis of Level Trvo, i.e. observable Inpurr. The volatirity in the markets obscuresthe effectiveness of this methodology of measurement. Insofar as Indian stock markets are concerned, theyare affected by factors' ranging widely from US Fed Rese*,es Rates, Intemationar oii prices to Erecfionsheld in a crucial state or scams,nearthed in apartrcular bra.'ch of one bank. This makes it drfficult to relyon the market data'4evel one inputs for Fair value. For observabre inputs, tlie govemment policies onmoney market rates are important' Hotever, one of the toughest task in fair value measurement fbr thereporting is to arrive at cost of capital of the entrty- This taskls made complicated sue to volatrlity in BankRates' Lending norms and rates, existence of black market economy and fluctuations in profitabilib,

ffi1l';i;1ili.ff3Tj:#ch;s embedded derivatives or knock out oprion are severery affected by

7'2 Uncertainry and PPE: Pianq Properfy & Equrpment, in other words, tangible assets of the business aremost crucial for its growth and need to be reported as best as they can be. I'd- AS has given option ofreporring them based on Revaluation Model, as opposed to Historic Model, that was followed earlier(though Revaluafion lt4odel was an option pror.,rded in earlier Accounting standard, it was introduced iater)I'this model' the Fair value needs to b" .ul"rrluted on the reporting date. This might be relatively easier butit is more difficult to ascertain the usefui Life of an Asset. on.*r*aron of this uncertainty is the era oftechnologcal avalanche that we live in. this makes it difficult to claim wrtir certainfy that a parhcujarmachine' though in fine working condition, may not become technorogicaily obsolete, in shoiler time.Further' the scrap value ofthe asset is needed to be ascertained be arriving at fair value ofthe asset used forthe same life span that the reporting asset is erpected to be used for, at the moment. In this process, it islargely uncertain that the machine that has used up say l0 years of life today, shall have samevalue as themachine that has used up 10 years of value after 5 years. cornponentrzation, is another issue that has addedto urcertainty of reporting in PPE. Thus, it would be tough task for accountants to identrfy rnfuchcomponents shall have a separate life than the integrated machine and accordingly accouat for them.7'3 complexity and Business combinatio's: Fair value is required to be applied to carculate the va.lue ofassets and liabiiities acqurred However, when the acquisition is on unit basis, it wourd be complex todelineate the unit with business as a whole Further, the assets and liabilities mght be linked with otherfactors unrelated to the main combination process. This co*rplexify is or.ving to modem business structururgw4rich has created complicaled modeis ofbusiness structuring ,r.h * reverse acquisitio'.

Impoct r1f L.U(.A on Fair ltahrc Accrxmfing
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However, it must be noted here that various factors in VUCA do not necessariiy apply in the limited
way as exposed earlier. Componentization process rn measuring PPE under Ind-AS 16 is not merely uncertain
but even complex. The fair value measurement of assets and liabilities is marred by uncertainfy as well, since it
requires corporates to consider sensitivity analysis of future uncertain cash flows. The w{role segment of
financial instrument is complex due to newer financial products as mentioned aforesaid uncertain due to
reporting irregularities zuch as off balance-sheet items and complex in tlieir very structuring, such as
convertrbility.

Here, then, is the crucial question... Do these factors make Financial Reports ambiguous? On the
surface of it, Ind-AS are designated to be 'Fair' in nature, meaaing closer to the True nature of the transaction
rather than the form in u{rich it is garbed This necessitates several disclosures, disclaimers and such other
ancillary information as required composed in the Notes to Account Section- If one has to go through all of
these notes, one would certainly find the report far more ambiguous than they were before. This is mainly due to
subjectivity introduced in the measurement of reporting values. Yet, this subjectivity is inevitable if one goes by
tlie very ethos of the term 'Fair Value'. This subjectrvity is further influenced by the volatility of markets form
lr'4rich Fair vaue is drarm, complexity of business environment that has emerged out of international brsiness
interaction and uncertainty in the major factors which determine trade and commerce. The composite effect of
all this is clarif in figures, but ambiguity in &eir understanding, comparabilif and conclusiveness.

IX.Corporate Response To Vuca
How is the corporate reacfing to this? We undertook a dipstick survey to ascerfain the mood of the corporate on
this front. Here are brief finding of our survey. . .

8.1 Research methodology: 5 point Likert Scale questionnaire, which elicits responses from Strongly Disagree

to Strongly Agree. The Values are 5 to l, from 5 being the value for Strongly Agree. The response of
Strongly agree denotes the impression of the respondent towards the belief that the Indian Corporate is
prepared fully to deal with the VUCA and Fair Value interface.

8.2 Respondents: the respondents are senior managerial personnel from eminent corporate across different
industly seefions, such as pharmacy, infrastructure and financial services. It should be noted here that the

suwey is dipstick and based on random statistical sampling techniques.

8.3 Findrng:

8.3.1The median values of the questions are largely on the agreement side, reflecting that most of the

respondents believe fhat the Indian corporate is ready to deal with the issues of \rUCA
8.3.2 Interesfingly, the median is relatively lower in case of Uncertainty and Ambiguity aspect, as opposed to

volatili6' and comPlexitY.

8 3.3 Over all, the mean vaiues are between 3 and4, indicating that the respondents agree with the statement

suggesting that they are capable of dealing with VUCA situafion, but only just so!

8.3.4 The median values of some particular questions throw interesting light. E.g. the respondents strongly

believe that the fair value improves comparability, thus showing their confidence in dealing with

the complexif. However, on the other hand, they do not believe that the reiiable market data is

available to deal with uncertainty and volatility. They also do not believe that the corporate or

reporting community has studied the antecedents of fair value implementation enough. Most

importantly, they strongly disagree that the necessary inputs are available for the ascertaining of
Fair value.

X.Conclusion And Recommendations
\tIJCA is the fact of modern Corporate Environment. It is not necessarily a challenge but also an

opportr:nify. Yet, any sustainable corporate grointh is possible only when there is 'True & Fair' reporting of the

performance by corporate. This, in turn, is possible if the reporting community comprehends the challenges of
the VUCA world and hamesses them to strive towards fairer reporting. This, in itself, is an opporfunity for the

reporting professionals. For this, it is essential for the reporting professionals to draw constantly upon the

availabie data bank that can help project goming challenges, something they themselves do not believe them to

be good at!
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l-]ltimately' as is clear from the responses, matured markets and constant flow of informatron are bisrequirements for such reporting! on one hand, stronger reguratory framework may help in emergence of ,u.ilmarkets rvhereas on the other' respousibie 
'.f "*rr* c* rts"r beco-" u gooa source of reliable i'rbrmation. 
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Annexure - Questionnaire

Questionair"e on Fair value accounting

Despiretrr"sig"in@
the fair value of the underlying items of ppp
annual revaluahon shall be preferred over
friannual or quinquennial (once in five years)
revaluation.

Companiesharr"@
knowledge base to analyze the contracts for
embedded derivati ves and appropriately
app-ly the recognition principles u, ,p."ifi"d
by Ind AS 109

rhe"tusrit@
under the new nomenclature would be
carried outjudiciously by the companies.
Indian corpoiat-.rgn,fic*llv lack in the
knowledge perlaining to the earlier
expenences of the impiementation of Fair
Value Reporfing
Chartereda"co@
the impact of Fair Value Concept in the
reporfing that led to sub prime crisisDr*.onrid"@
irnpaet of F*rir Value Aeeounting in Enrotr
debncle, while nssessing the FniiValues in
fhe rcpoffing oJ'furcltarr C orporut*s
Itt**t'*tul@
available Ig aseertein the Fair ValuesIndiunco.p@
lacks to provide necessar)..inputs for Fair
Value measurement

Sutncieut ittfo.rrrutiG isl raitabte to
estrmate residual value at the end of every
financial year in case ofppE.
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Sr-

No Questionaire on X'air value accounting
Strongly

agrce
Agree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Disagree
Strongly
Disagree

10 Reliable Market data is available u&ile

ascertaining the Fair Value of the Financial

Instruments

li Fair Value Accounting signifi cantly

improves the comparability of the Financial

Statements in Global context.

12 The subjectivity in the adoption of Fair

Value shall not hinder ie comparabilrty.

t3 Indian Corporates have developed the

suitable structures of Corporate Govemance

to enswe the most transperant and efficient

applicability of Fair Value Accounfing.

\4 Auditors shall be able to s1'nchronise

effectively with the Corporate Finance

departments of the companies to agree upon

the adopted Fair Values.

15 It will be easier for the Government to

ident$'the manipulation and discripancies in
Measurements based on Fair Value

Impact of WCA on Fair Value Accounting
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